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COATINGS FOR ENHANCED PHOTOTHERMAL ENERGY COLLECTION I 
Selective Absorbers ital 

Carl M. Lampert 

Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering, 

College of Engineering; University of California, 
Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

For economical and efficient utilization of solar energy var10US 

types of absorber coatings and preparations can be used for solar 

collectors. ,In this study several varieties of commercial and research 

selective absorbers are reviewed and tabulated for application. For 

many of these coatings, detailed reflectance, emittance, and thermal 

stability data are presented. Selective coatings can take advantage 

of various optical absorption methods including light trapping, 

particulate coatings, semiconductor-metallic layers, multilayer films, 

quantum size effects and also intrinsic absorption. The results of 

this study revealed many promising low temperature (150 0 C-300 0 C) absorber 

coatings along with a few highly engineered coatings which can withstand 

temperatures above SOooC. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION. 

If we are to utilize solar energy for specific purposes or eng 

uses we need to know the role coatings can play especially when 

they are a crucial and important consideration in terms of energy 

collection and cost effectiveness. Also,we should know how various 

coatings perform, the types available, projected cost and potential 

areas of application. Then it is important to point out problems 

associated with usage of particular coatings. 

The following study is aimed at the technical reader who is concerned 

about the properties of selective absorber coatings for the collection 

of solar thermal energy. The scope of this report is to put forth 

data about commercially available or potentially available absorber 

surface coatings and to study them in the cont.ext of their potential 

usefulness, inherent limitations and applications to various end use 

temperatures. 

It is important to reV1ew briefly the current applications of 

coatings. Selective surface coatings play an important role when 

temperatures are required in the vicinity of boiling water because 

radiative losses become large at these temperatures. At higher steam 

temperatures, evacuated tubes and selective absorbers are used to 

cut down on increasing convective and radiative losses; usually, these 

collectors are of the concentrating design. 

Many of the various selective surfaces can be applied to a variety 

of materials. Common absorber plate materials are steel, copper and 

aluminum and to a lesser degree, glass and stainless steel have been 

employed. 
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After a brief outline of optical measurements, ,the following 

sections will reveal details about the usage of various materials 

and the combination of their physical properties to ,obtain useful 

absorb'ercoatings. 

• 
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2. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS 

In most cases reported, for selective coatings, reflectance 

measurements are used to derive both absorptance (aw) and emittance '. 

(ew) of.the various materials. In practice, both. absorptance and 

emittance are integrated values, however, ·emissometers are employed 

to measure emittance. Some investigators use direct beam spectral 

reflectance measurements to characterize their samples, while others 

use hemispherical spectral reflectance and calorimetric methods. 

On the other hand, many do not even report the techniques used to 

obtain their values. As a result, discrepancies 'due to equipment 

and techniques are common and absolute values for anyone particular 

.surface .are not well defined. 
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3. SOLAR SELECTIVE ABSORBERS 

In general, a selective absorber, sometimes called a selective 

surface, is a material or coating which exhibits optical selectivity; 

that ·5.s, optical properties which vary greatly from one spectral region 

to another. In the field of solar energy a selectiv~ absorber efficiently 

captures solar energy in the high intensity visible and the near infrared 
.. 

spectral regions while exhibiting poor infrared radiating properties. 

Accordingly, a selective coating will absorb and retain a high amount 

of energy from the sun while a non-selective surface, ~such as an ordinary 

black paint,will lose much of its absorbed energy by reradiation. For 

optimum efficiency the solar absorber should. possess the maximum possible 

absorptance in the solar spectrum while maintaining a minimum infrared 

emittance. An example of this effect is shown in Fig. 1. The blackbody 

spectra shown in this figure represents the ideal distribution of 

energies radiated by the selective absorber operating at a specific 

temperature. Also, in this figure the wavelength distribution of 

the solar air mass 1 spectrum is shown for comparison. 

Solar selectivity can be obtained by a variety of methods. These 

techniques are outlined in the following tabulation: 

1. Intrinsic solar selective materials. 

2. Optical trapping by surface cavities or physical wavelength 

discrimination. 

3. Particulate coatings, composite film 

4. Absorbing semiconductor/reflecting metal tandem. 

5. Multilayer thin films. 

6. Quantum size effects. 
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Many actual selective coatings consist of cotnbinatio.ns of these 

groups. For example, a surface may exhibit both. partic~late scattering 

,and semiconductor/metal tandem properties. In the sections to follow, 

these basic methods in obtaining selectivity will be discussed and 

exemplified by selected current research and commercial processes. 

A summary table (Table 2) will be presented at the end of this seCtion 

for comparison of the various absorber types. 

3.1. Intrinsic Absorbers 

There is no intrinsic material occurr1ng in nature which exhibits 

ideal solar selectivity. There are, however, materials that approximate 

the required solar selective characteristics, as shown in Figures 3 

and 4. By study of these unusual materials it may be possible with 

the knowledge obtained to synthesize new or improved intrinsic selective. 

absorbers. To reach this goal it is necessary to understand complex 

electronic structure and its influence on optical properties. If 

such an understanding 1S ob~ained then it would be possible to design 

absorbers o~tright by using solid state physics. 

Two ~ategories of materials are good candidates for intrinsic 

absorbers because they already exhibit at least one desirable absorber 

characteristic. They are transition metals and semiconductors. For 

each one to serve as an int.rinsic absorber would mean that it would 

have to be greatly modified. In general metals exhibit a plasma edge 

(See Fig. 2) too early in the solar spectrum to be good absorbers. 

By creation of internal scattering centers it is possible to shift 

this. plasma frequency towards the infrared. An example is Mo03 doped 

Mo developed by Seraphin and Associates [1] , as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Pure tungsten is shown for comparison; it is one of the most wavelength 

selectiye metals .. By making a semiconductor highly degenerate it 

may be possible to suppress its plasma frequency in the infrared, 

making it a poor emitter then. Unfortunately, these adjustmen'ts to 

atomic structure are not as simple as portrayed; there are many subtleties 

and unknowns involved. Further considerations of these 'details and 

conjectures are discussed by Seraphin [1-3] and Ehrenreich [4]. In 

the following discussion unusual materials will be looked at, as they 

possibly may provide insights into the creation of truly intrinsic 

absorbers, not to mention advancement of the field of solid state 

theory applied to optical materials design. 

Three transition oxides clearly indicating selectivity are shown 

in Fig. 4. All of these oxides exhibit optical transitions too early 

1n the energy spectra, as depicted by the bracketed visible region. 

If, by some materials science means these spectra could be shifted 

to longer wavelengths, an ideal selective absorber might be created. 

The distinct feature of these oxides, as noted by Ehrenreich et al. [4], 

1S an incompletely,filled d-shell of the metallic ion. When this ion 

is combined with oxygen, these electrons become localized, resulting 

1n this optical property. Also under speculation by Seraph in [3] is 

the addition of sodium to tungsten trioxide, W03, resulting in a metallic 

oxide like Re03. Another material is lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6), a 

transmitting selective material exhibiting 85% transmission in the 

visible and 90% reflectance in the infrared. This material might have 

a heat mirror application if it were overcoated with a dielectric' 

layer which would cut down the visible reflectance. To further develop 
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these i~trinsic absorbers one must investigate the band structure 

of these various materials and others related to them. It is also 

necessary to understand the materials SC1ence of these compounds and 

its effect upon the resulting optical properties. Another important 

consideration is to determine the influence of structural imperfec

tions, such as dis10cations,vacancies and interstitia1s, upon the 

optical properties of these materials. 

3.2. Optical Trapping 

A common technique used to obtain optical trapping of energy 

or wavelength discrimination is surface roughening. It is possible 

to produce a surface which would appear rough and absorbing to visible 

energy while appearing mirror like and poorly emitting in the infrared. 

An important point to note here is that the unroughened material would 

not have to exhibit a high intrinsic absorption coefficient in the 

visible region and because of this, metals roughened by some technique 

might make excellent optical trapping solar absorbers. Nearly ideal 

surfaces have been produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD): The 

CVD deposition of rhenium by Seraphin [7] and tungsten by Cuomo et 

a1. [8] results in a dendritic structure. These dendrites appear as 

conical needles or whiskers. The dendrite forests absorb high energy 

solar radiation by the geometry of multiple absorption and reflection 

as depicted in Fig. 5. The sum of these absorptions are very high 

. with respect to the incoming radiation, although a single absorption 

might be quite low. In the thermal infrared region the wavelengths 

of energy are much larger than the dendrite spacings; the surface 

appears fairly smooth, acting like a poor radiator of energy. 
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The tungsten dendrite structure is made up of three distinct 

regions. The base is a continuous poiycrystalline layer exhibiting 

a high degree of texture. On top of this layer are two different 

sizes of dendrites. This dual forest probably is responsible for the 

wide range of optical absorption, anomaious to a broad band absorption 

filter'~ Pettit et a1. [9], found that anodization can improve the 

optical selectivity ~f the tungsten surface. i ~oteritialadvantage 

with the dendrite absorber is that 'it can be used,at an elevated temper

ature for highly concentrating collectors or high temperature steam 

generators. Most types of selec'tive surfaces cannot withstand 

high temperatures greater than 3500 C. 

A fairly random dendrite coating can be formed directly on collector 

plates by reacting laminated metal layers in an exothermic atmosphere; 

as done by Santala and Sabol [10]. The most successful of this type 

of intermetallic absorber is the 'aluminum-nickel surface which consists 

of visible wavelength size cavities as depicted in Fig. 6. In general, 

optical trapping surfaces are in 'the developmental stage so many per

tinent properties of the materials and techniques are unknown for 

immediate solar collector application. Various optical trapping surfaces 

are listed in Table 1 along with their solar properties. 

Reducing the size of surface roughening to the order of the 

wavelength of energy desired to be absorbed, can increase the net 

absorptance of the absorber, but it can at the same time increase 

the infrared emittance. The amount of increased emittance is related 

to the micro-roughness and crystallite S1ze. The net effects of micro

roughness can be quite complex for a realistic absorber. At very 
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fine surface roughness the1:'e is a trade-off between what is known 

as reflective scattering, due to cavities, and that of .resonant 

scattering which is dependent upon the material and its. morphology in 

the sub-wavel.ength size range. In the following section on particulate 

absorbers the details of resonant scattering will be discussed at 

length. 

3.3. Particulate Coatings 

There are two different mechanisms of absorption for particulate 

coatings, re'flective and resonant scattering. Reflective scattering 

is obtained purely by the geometry of imbedded surface particles. 

These particulate surfaces appear to be wavelength selective by purely 

geometric multiple reflection means. Resonant scattering, on the 

other hand, deals with both the size and optical properties of the 

particles and surrounding media. The Mieeffect and Maxwell-Garnet 

theory describe resonant scattering 'in an idealized way. These theories 

predict high forward scattering from particles much less than 0.10 of 

the wavelength of the incident enegy. Actually, both theories are 

inadequate in describing real systems of particulate selective absorbers 

which consist of complicated dispersions of metallic or semiconductor 

particles in dielectric or conductive matrices. Suspension of metals 
, . 

such as chromium, copper, calcium and titanium can exhibit broad visible 

region resonance or absorption while appearing highly reflective or 

transparent in the infrared wavelengths. The exact frequencies of 

reflectance transition and absorption are controlled by the size., 

shape, distribution, and individual optical properties of the media 

involved. Characterization of a real system such as the quite promising 
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electroplated black chrome surface is difficult, because it is hard 

to identify and control chromium particle size and shape and the exact 

matrix composition of an amorphous oxide phase (Cr203), investigated 

by Lampert [11]. Shown in Fig. 7 is an electron micrograph depicting 

small particles of chromium in the size range of l50A 'imbedded in 

a chromium oxide host matrix. Also, this real surface shows reflective 

scattering by its surface, as seen in Fig. 8. Other investigators 

such as Driver [12] and Pettit [13], have noticed this effect in similar 

types of black chrome. The ~ffect 6fsubstrate roughness and reflectance 

upon the properties of black chrome have been investigated also by 

Hogg and Smith [14]. This coating has been modeledbyphy~ical scattering 

theories by both Granqvist and Hunderi [IS] and Ignatiev, et a1. [16], 

although this coating appears to be much more complex than these models 

can easily describe~ . Reflectance values for various types of this 

successful coating are presented in Fig.· 9. Irt this figure four types 

of electroplated black chrome are shown along with a cermet, made 

by Fan and Sprua [17], consisting o'f 29% chromium particles in a Cr203 

matrix with crystallite sizes of the order l50A. The cermet surface 

attempts to model the more coniplicatedblack chrome surface and shows 

that RFsputtering can yield a very selective chromium black. By 

changing the thickness of the black chrome surface the opticai transition 

can be adjusted as noted by McDonald [20,21] and Lampert [22]. The 

black chrome surface in many ways appears as a simple tandem absorber; 

the infrared spectral response does depend upon the properties of 

the base metal. Tandem absorbers will be discussed in the following 

section. 

, 

"'" 
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Otherpatticulate . surfaces, made by Williams etal .. [23], can 

consist of very fine semiconducting particles such as PbS imbedded 

in a silicon paint, brushed onto a metallic collector surface. 

These finely divided particles give a high de~ree of forward scattering 

to accomplish absorption as shown in Fig. 10. Tin particles, 400A 

size, suspended in a MgF2 matrix represent another successful system, 

made by Zeller and Kuse [24], which exhibits high visible opacity 

and infrared transparency. Shown in Fig. 10 are various types of 

particulate absorber films depicting optical transitions either in the 

infrared or of visible wavelength regions. The silicon powder absorber 

coating investigated by Warren [25] represents a novel method of producing 

a semiconductor metal tandem. However, the nature of surface scattering 

remains as a very important consideration when such systems are employed 

as solar absorbers. 

One hope in the utilization of the particle scattering phenomena 

for solar energy collection is by use of very fine particle sizes. If 

a paint consisting of very fine pigment particles could be made to 

satisfy the requirements for the Maxwell-Garnett Theory, then 

a painted metal might make a good selective absorber. This technique 

has already been attempted with some success by Moore et al. [26]. 

3.4. Semiconductor/Metal Tandems 

If a metal is overlayed with a semiconductor then the semiconductor 

will absorb high energy solar radiation, while in the infrared wave

lengths the tandem will act like a poorly emitting metal. The metallic 

like character of the tandem is due to the high transparency of the 
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semiconductor in this region. A schematic cross section of a tandem 

absorber is shown in Fig. 11. 

One of the simplest single layer absorbers is an oxidized metal, 

where the oxide provides the necessary solar absorptance. Figure 12 

'showsrepresentative materials. Such natural oxides appear very promis

ing~ if they can be stabilized and made to exhibit similar 'mechanical 

properties seen in the substrate . With temperature cycling; oxides.' 

can crack or spill, which may be a major draw Qack to their usefulness. 

Recently~atechnique has been perfected to color stainless steel by 

hot acid dipping. As a result, a complex oxide coating is formed 

and can be used as a tandem absorber (see Fig. 13). This technique 

has been analyzed by Karlsson and Ribbing [29]. They found that if 

this' coating was to be used above 2000 C it would require a passivating 

layer. 

There are numerous semiconductor-metal combinations; a number 

of successful tyPes are shown in Fig. 13. ',The oldest ~nd pos'sibly 

the easiest to make is CuO on AI; it was formed by spraying a solution 

of CuOon the metal plate and heating to make the final absorber. 

The other copper oxide surface noted in this figure is formed by a 

chemical conversion process much like methods 'to be discussed later. 

The lead sulfide coating was vacuum evaporated over aluminum. This 

PbS coating shows.an interesting contrast to that of the PbS dendrite 

particulate coatings. Cobalt oxide is known refractory oxide and recent 

work has appHed .this .~oating to solar absorbers, by electrodeposition, 

oxidizing and doping procedures. 
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Another interesting tandem absorber is that of In203 on silicon 

investigated by Goldner and Raska1 ~5]. This coating combination 

works in reverse of the regular tandem coating; The top layer reflects 

the infrared wavelengths while the bottom silicon layer absorbs the 

high energy visible light. In the visible range In203 ap~ears transparent, 

as may.be seen in the section on heat mirrors. The reflectance for 

this unusual absorber is shown in Fig. 13. 

A well refined tandem absorber is the University of Arizona I s 

silicon absorber, produced by Seraphin and co-worker.s [3]. It consists 

of a silver reflection film covered by a diffusion barrier (anti

agglomeration layer), in turn covered with a silicon absorber. To 

reduce the high reflectivity of the silicon layer an antireflection 

layer is used. This may seem to be an over designed absorber but it 

is one of very few surface coatings which can withstand continuous 

temperatures in excess of 5000 C with good stability. The reflectance 

of this high temperature absorber 1S shown in Fig. 14. 

Tandem absorbers can be made from crystalline or amorphous 

materials in the form of powders or continuous films. Sometimes the 

presence of grain boundaries, imperfections or lack of atomic order 

can be beneficial in deriving the desired absorber characteristics. 

These absorber layers can be formed by various electrochemical, reactive 

and depositive.means. It is because of all these factors that the 

tandem absorber is one of the most popular absorber designs. 

3.5. Multilayer Thin Films 

Multilayer thin films known as interference stacks are dielectric, 

metal combinations which act like a selective filter for energy absorption. 
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The desired effect of an interference stack is to trap energy between 

semi-transparent metal, dielectric and metai alternations. Particular 

wavelengths of solar energy are absorbed by multiple reflection in 

the dielectric-metal. layers. Other wavelengths not corresponding 

to the absorption frequency of these layers are . reflected. In general 

'thedielect,ric need not' exhibit intrinsic absorption in the visible ' 

energies. Tli~ thin metal layer uSually is only ~50A thick, to appear 

semi-transparent to incoming radiation. Being such a thin layer the 

actual 'composition is hot well defined. 'Most of the incoming energy 

irtbelieved to be'atte?uated in this metal layer. Quantum size effects, 

to be discussed layer,' may help'describe the actual process of absorption 

response. "Most multilayer films are produced by vacuum deposition 
, 

or chemical vapor deposition. 

'An example of a variation of the standard interfererice stack 

1S electrodeposited black nickel; two types· are shown in Fig. 15. The 

Tabor coating" exhibits the classic double minimum for interference 

films, shown around ·0.4 and 1.0 micron wavelength. This coating consists 

of two layers ZnS and'NiS brought about by a simple change in plating 

current" density during electroaeposition. Honeywell has improved 

this process to ~ive the upper'curve in Fig. 15. Also by heat treating 

the coating, drastic shifts in the optical transition wavelength can 

be made. 

Other exatnplesof multilayer coatings are shown in Figs. 16. 

The Helio09 absorber reported by Meinel, et a1. [39] exhibits a rapid 

rise in reflectance, but a bit too early in the spectrum to be a good 

absorber. A better response is obtained from the Al-Si02 and Helio 96 
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coating which has a steep transition with good absorption. Another 

coating in Fig. 16 is the high temperature AMA coating (Al203-MO-A120) 

developed for space use by Honeywell, investigated by Peterson and 

Ramsey [40] • This coating can withstand temperatures in, excess of 
• ' <;: 

800 0 C while exhibiting good stability. 

The disadvantage with most multilayer coatings is that they ar,e 

fairly expensive to fabricate. Also, they can suffer from corrosion 

and interdiffusion at elevated temperatures. Each of these conditions 

result in degradation of the optical properties. Some coatings are 

sensitive to abrasion. The AMA absorber, on the other hand, appears 

not to suffer from many of the,se drawbacks., Some manufacturers of 

optical coatings claim that by use of automatic equipment and with 

high volume production, these vacuum deposited absorbers might be 

inexpensive. 

3.6. Quantum Size Effects (QSE) 

Quantum size effects occur in ultrathin films. These effects 

can result in the high absorptiop of visible light while maintaining 

a low infrared emittance. The critical thickness for the quantum 

size effect to be utilized in a metal must be nearly the size 20-30A 

and for a degenerate semiconductor, 100-500A is necessary. The com-

bination of a QSE material and a metallic substrate can make a selective 

' .. 
absorber. This effect has been observed in vacuum deposited indium 

antimonide (lnSb) on silver and aluminum substrates. The absorption 

coefficient was measured for this film and the results are depicted 

in Fig. 17 for various film thicknesses analyzed by Mancini and co-

workers (see Ref. [42]). Similar results should be observed in 
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semiconductors exhibiting sharp conduction band minima. This would 

require a low value of the ratio of electron effective mass to that 

of its free mass in the thin film. 

The QSE may play an important role in multilayer selective 

absorbers. Frequently, thin metallic layers are used between dielectric 

layers. These layers are responsible for high solar energy absorption; 

QSE may help explain phenomena. 

The major drawback in utilizing this effect in a realisHc solar 

absorber is the stability and continuity of composition of the coating 

upon cyclic heating and atmospheric exposure. To understand and utilize 

the' quantum size effect, ,further work must be' performed on various 

semiconductors and metals. 

.~ 
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4 . APPLICATIONS OF COATINGS ' 

By the use of the various coatings discussed previously certain 

solar ~nergy collection efficiencies can be obtained. 'The decision, 

to use or not to use a coating is usually an economic one. Since 

the economic issue is hard to address , due to a constantly changing' 

industry, the following discussion will only cover gains in efficiency 

by the usage of a particula.rsurface coating. 

Two cases will be treated: a standard double glazed flat plate 

collector operating at 93 0C (2000F) with 2l oC (700F) ambient, and 

a parabolic collector operating at 3l50C (6000F) with the same ambient 

temperature. These collectors will operate at these fixed temperature 

requirements while the efficiency is allowed to change due to only 

an addition of a selective coating. In each case the assumption is 

made that sufficient amount of incident solar energy is available 

to maintain the end-use temperature. So in this way losses can be 

directly interpreted as declines in efficiency. 

A flat plate collector is depicted in Fig. 18. The effects of 

using a selective absorber and a non-selective coating are shown 

in terms of comparative collection efficiency . Another application 

for these coatings is demonstrated by ,the parabolic trough concen-

trating collector (Fig. 19). 

As a result it is obvious that at higher operating temperatures 

a selective surface becomes a very important consideration. Increases 

in net efficiency can range from 12-22% for a parabolic collector. 

Collection efficiencies as high as 45.6% and 62.5% can be achieved 

with the use of selective absorbers for these model collectors. Whether 
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a particular coating should be used or.not would depend heavily upon 
. ; 

the economics of the various alternatives, that is,in some cases 

all coatings may be cost effective and in other cases, few at all 

would be cost effective. 
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S. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of this study the following general conclusions and 

recommendations appear to be valid for the ,use of coatings for enhanced 

photothermal energy collection. 

1. There are many promising cost effective coatings for usage 

in solar energy. A few for low temperature use ( 1500C~3000C) are 

"copper oxide chemical conversion, black paints, black nickel and black 

chrome, which appears to be the most stable. These coatings are favored 

because the capital equipment already exists and several of the.processes 

have been used for years, although not for solar energy. For higher 

temperatures OOOOC to SOooC and beyond), the multilayer AMA coating, 

U. of Arizona "silicon absorber, tungsten dendrites, plasma sprays, 

and refractory paints appear to be good absorber candidates. Also, there 

appears to be a "gap between the temperature application range 3S00C 

to 5000C. Most selective absorbers operate up to 3S00C or perform 

beyond SOooC; very few exhibit a temperature stability limit around 

4000C, which would be adequate for most applications. There are still 

a multitude of coatings and processes which are promising, but not 

enough research has been performed to characterize them adequately. 

Even though many promising coatings exist," very little is yet 

known about their operation and possible degradation in real operating 

environments. It is expected that the presence of moisture, heat, 

and atmospheric contaminants may disqualify many potential absorbers. 

Unfortunately, only a minute amount of information is available on 

the degradation of these coatings. Currently, it is hard enough to 
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obtain temperature stability information in dry au for a particular 

coating. 

2. Tandem absorbers appear to be very popular and well suited 

for solar energy collection at moderate temperatures. Natural 

oxidation of metals shows promise of being a very simple selective 

absorber. 

3. For ele~troplating there is a possibility of strip plating 

thin metal and bonding this material to collector plates, the strips 

being transported and sold, in rolls. This technique is being used 

already on a: small scale for black '~hrome. 'Automated sputtering also 

offers the advantage of acceptin'g large work surfaces, with the ability 

to 'deposit a wide variety of substances. Improvements 1n vacuum systems 

and large scale production vacuum deposition techniques are also 

necessary for low cost and high yields. 

4. Coatings should have their spectral properties designed to 

the optimum with respect to specif1c operating conditions and temper

atures. Certain coatings should be matched to a particular collector 

design and end use. In ina~ycases a,e value~ should be designated 

as a functi'on of temperature, to match end use temp.erature. 

5. Multilayer coatings frequently exhibit corrosion 'and 

interdiffusion problems at elevated temperatures. An example that 

these problems may be overcome is d,emonstrated by the AMA absorber. 

6. A solution to a manufacturing problem which must be worked 

out is the production of reproducible a and e coatings values, along 

with collector staridards and specific efficiency rating systems, 
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including the measurement of optical parameters ofyaripus coatings 

provided by the manufacturers. 

7. Coatings are very important in terms of collector durability. 

If a coating degrades, so does the entire system. In a commercial 

or industrial application solar collectors can be maintained on a 

routine schedule. But for the homeowner this is seldom possible. 

what is needed are coatings which will not optically or thermally 

degrade much. more than a few percent over the lifetime of the 

collector, possibly 10-30 years. In other words, hopefuUy the coating 

would not be the limiting factor of collector lifetime. These coatings 

would have to withstand the most severe conditions such as summer 

stagnation and temperature cycling for many cycles. Stagnation can 

occur early in a collector's lifetime, perhaps during the construction 

of a collector system. Once in operation solar collectors can stagnate 

when the system malfunctions; stagnation temperatures can exceed 2000 C. 

Stagnation temperatures should be known, as an engineering design 

parameters for specific coating and collector designs. In general 

it is important that the coating be able to survive several weeks 

(months) of stagnation temperatures. Currently little is known about 

the effects of these short term high temperatures excursibns on coating 

properties. This remains as one of the most significant areas of 

investigation. Humidity and potential outgassing of sealant and insulation 

used in collectors can have an adverse effect upon coating life and 

collector performance. All of these points need to be pondered and 

evaluated before a collector can exhibit the necessary reliability. 
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8. A formal materials cost analysis is needed for selective 

surfaces. The black chrome ~oatings range from $7.50-$12.00/m2 which 

appear to be fairly typical of electroplated coatings. Commercial 

vacuum deposited selective coatings can cost from $16.00-$38.00/m2 

and upward. All of these numbers are just estimates; they do not 

represent high volume production with possible automation. 

9. Work sQould be performed upon the toxicity of the vanous 

coatings used in collectors. Another concern is with possible flamability 

and toxic by-products of combustion generated from the burning of 

~olar collectors in fires. 

10. The amounts of energy used to make various coatings and 

collectors should be evaluated. For many coatings heat treatments 

or hot fluid baths are used. - Electricity is needed in many cases 

f~r ~acuum deposition, CVD, sput.tering, plasma deposition and 

electroplating. 

11. It is also necessary to consider the availability of raw 

materials used for coatings and collectors. Some materials are in 

very short supply or have already been allocated for specific usage 

in other manufacturing areas. At present, some metals such as chromium 

and tin are imported in the United States. Changes made by our suppliers 

could have an impact ~pon our society both economically and politically. 
,~ 
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T~ble 1. Optical tapping surfaces. 

i Type a e ale . Structure 

Tungsten dendrite (IBM) 0.99 0.26-0.3 3.8-3.3 Aligned 
(550 0 C) Dendrites 

Aluminum--Steel (TI) 0.99 0.55 1.8 Random 
(260 C) Dendrites 

Aluminum--304 Stainless ·0.89 . 0.47 1.9 Random 
Steel (TI) (260 C) Dendrites 

Aluminum--Nickel (TI) 0.94 0.30 3.1 Porous 
(26 0 C) Cavities 

4022 Al--201 Nickel (TI) 0.97 0.21 4.6 Porous 
(260 C) Cavities 

Aluminum--430 Stainless 0.98 0.51 1.9 Random 
Steel (TI) (26 0 C) Dendrites 

Nickel dendrite (LASL) 0.95 0.6 (lOOOC) 1.6 Rounded-
on Aluminum 0.71 (lOOOC) 1.3 Aligned 

Dendrites 

Source: Refs. IBM [7], TI [10] and LASL [45] . 
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Table 2. Su .. ary table of eelective eurface. The folloving table vae co.piled 
for eelected eolar abeorber coetinse. All tellperatures are °C; lined· 
in. parentheeia • 

rabrication Stability. .. 
Material Techilique a (Low T) (lUSh T) OC· 'lef. 

Al Anodiaed, DOI04 0.80 0.35( 100) 46 
: . 

Al 
. "; ~ 

Alcoa 65, Electrod .• 0.93 ·0.35 >Hil 47 

Au Ca •• Bvep. 0.9.9 0.1 100 .. 48 

Ge, Ca •• Ev.p. 0.91 0;2(60) 0.5(350) 46 

Ge Vac. Evap. 0.61 0.54(240) 0.54(240) 46 

Ce. Paint (eilicone biDder) 0.91 0.8(200) 46 

iiii'. CVD Dendritee 0.95 0.3(100)- 45 
0.6(00) 

a-Si. :(ODMo) CVD 0.77 0:1 eat. .. t . \'l 49, 

Si PaiDt 0.S3 0.7(200) 46 

Si (on 4&) CVJ)+All coat 0.80 0.05(00) 0.07(500) 
~-' 

500(V) 7 

w CVD DeDdritee '0.80- o.HiOO) 500 8 
0.96 

ZD Aoodiaed 0.95(W) . 0,08(60)· .34 

. Steel Chea. Conv. ( Pe304), 0.83(AK2) 0.06(60) 34 

Steel Acid Dip 0.91 0.1(100) 200 29 

Steel Cbe •• Conv. (;e304)···· 0.90 0.07(90) 0:35(200) .46 

S. Steel CoDvereioD 0.93 0.11 50 

S. Steel Cbe •• CODV. 0.91 46 

S. Steel The~. Oxide 0.82 ,0.15 46 

Cue" Cbe •• CODV. 0.91 0.16« 100) 0.4(200) 46* 

CuO Sol. Etch. Al-Cu 0.93 0.11 61* 

CUO" Cb ..... Spray 0.93 0.11(80) 46* 

CU2S Cbem. Conv. 0.79 0.2(200) 46* 

COO" !nod. Co·Electrod. 0.93 0.24(260) Sit 
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Table 2. Continued. 

'abricatillll Stability 
Material Technique a (Low T) (Biah T) 00 lef. 

CoO. Ileetrod. + lleat T. 0.87 (W) 0.07(60) )4t 

Co304 !ber .. l oaide 0.90 0.)(140) >1000 46t 

'ee. DC leac. Sput. 0.80 0.0~(150) <350 52 

.fO IDtrin.i~ 0.65 0.1(100) 3 

PbS Vac. lIepoait. 0.98 0.Z(240) O.)()OO) 300 46 

PbS 'aiDt (SilicODe biDder) 0.94 0.8(Zoo) 46 

PbS 'aiDt 0.90 0.4(100) 3 

PbOZ Ilectrodepo.it 0.9S 53 

P doped 
S1I02 '.iDt 0.92 0.14 ZOO 54 

V03 IF Sput, 011 Ii O.83(MQ) 0.07(60) 34 

41Z03+11i Ivap. eo.podte 0.94 0.10(150) 0.35(500) 55 

41Z0)+.t lvap. eo..poaite 0.94 0.07(150) 0.3(500) 55 

41Z03+4u Sputtered 0.95 0.025(20) 300 56 

41Z03+Cu Sputtered 0.9 0.045(20) 200 56 

41203/%rO.I" leaet. Sput. (011 .,.) 0.91 0.05 115(4).700(v) 54 

ear2+Si Sputtered 0.7 0.1 54 

ea'2+Ge Sputtered 54 

ero2+0u PaiDt 0.92 0.30(100) 7 • 
OrO.-Cr 11eetrod. (Oft Ii) 0.95 0.07(100) 350, U i 

OrO.-Cr 11eetrod. (Oft Sn) 0.97 0.06 57§ 

OrO.-Cr Ileetrodepodt 0.9$ 0.10(100) 0.2(350) 21 i . 
Or203+Or IF· Sputtered 0.92 O.OS( 121) 300 17 

Or2O,+Co .le ... Spra,. 0.90(800) 0.5(800) 800 46 

(Cr-Hi-Va)O. Eleetrodeposit. 0.94 0.40(260) 51 

" 
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Table 2. Continued. 

Fabrication Stab'ility 
Material Technique "a (Low,n, ,(Hiah T) °C lief. 

• 
CuO/Au 'aint I"', "0:8 0.06 > 600 54 

CuO/A1/J9l203 Paint ,0.9 , ,~.1 < 400 48 
-.' , ), 

CuO+Fe+Mn 'liint dip 0.92 0.13(100) > ISO 54 
,-'" 

In203+S~, ",Vac" Evap. 0.,85 0.07 35 
; .. , ,'.-

MaO+Au IF Sputtered ,,0.93 0.1 , ,<,300 48 

KiS-ZoS ."Jec trodep., ,0.,8 , 0.~(100) 0.16(300) < 220 46 
': , "' "".J"'''' 

liS-%oS Electrodep. 2 layer 0.96 0.07(100,) , < 280 
:' 1'.' ~ , 

)6. 

liS-%08 &leetrodep. 3 layer 0.91 0.14 4ff 

KiS-ZoS, ' nee t rodep. OD &iDC 0.94 0.09(100) < 200 5ff 

Si314/t1o CYD 0.82 0.08 59-
.',.' , 

0.18 '~223 wo3/w CYDdendrite ' 0.90 9 

WC+CO Pl .. _ Spray 0.~5(600j' "0.28(200) 0.4(600) > 800 46 

Electroblack &leetr~~." 
" .. 

"0.05 0'.86 60 

lIaltorb 
.," 

0.97 0.10 ' 150 48 

S!'lerox' , &leetrodep. 0.92 b.lo 200 48 

Solartex Electrodep. . 0~9S 0.i6(310) , 700 48 

Alice/SiC> Vee;" BYap. 
: ; ~ 

0~'79 0.012(100) 
.,,' 62' , 

AL/PbS/SiO 0.89 0.018(100) 62 

Ki/tle/SiO 0.88 0.035(100) '21.0(1.) 62 

Ki/PbS/Sio 0.93 0.043(100) 62 

Cr/Ge/SiO 0.93 0.11(100) 240(A) 62 

Cr/PbStS'iO 0.94 ' (1.12( 100) 240(A) 62 ' ' 

SiO/Cr/SiO " O.Bs 0.1 < 4~0 46 

Ag/AI203 0.70-0.75 0.1 39 

A1 2O)/MiiiAI2Oj " 0.8s-oAs 0.34000> 0.11('500> ,; 550 6) 
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Teble 2. Coati_d. 

'ebrlcetion Itebilit, 
"'ted,l Tech"ique e (Loll T) (Biah T) OC lef. 

""2'1" (,ert.) n 0.9$ 0.01 5 

Aa,c.,..8 .. 0.90 0.1 19 

OCLI II 0.95 0.05(00) >300 64 

leverel of t\1 ... cHti .. , ere eleo k_ e.: • aLAQt COl'PII, t aLACK COIALT, i aLACK CIUUIIII, 
• aLACK 81CQI., "'LACK lI01.l • 
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Fig. 1. Wavelength relationship between a characteristic solar selective 

surface in terms of reflectivity, to that of the solar energy 

(AMI) and blackbody spectra (lOOOC, 300 0 C). 
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of an ideal~zed metal and heavily doped semiconductor (after 

Seraphin [1]). 
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NEAR NORMAL SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE FOR INTRINSIC MATERIALS 
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NORMAL SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE FOR VARIOUS OXIDES 
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Fig. 4. 
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Spectral reflectance of various oxides compiled by TQu10ukian 

et a1. [6) showing intrinsic selectivity for dieuropium trioxide, 

rhenium trioxide single crystal and divanadium pentaxoide. 
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Solar Radiation 

XSL T71:'~11146 

Sche~atit representati6n of a dendritic selective surface. 

Incoming radiation can ~verage up ~6 fifty reflections before 

being completely absorbed. 
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Fig. 6. 

-39-

XBB 7811-13942 

Surface showing solar selectivity by exhibiting a dendritic 

fine structure of the size order of the wavelengths absorbed, 

for the 4022 Aluminum/20l Nickel absorber. This surface was 

formed by reacting metallic laminated layers bonded directly 

to collector panels. (Photo credit: T. Santala and R. Sabol, 

Texas Instruments). 



Fig. 7. 
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XBB 774-3545 

Agglomeration of chromium particles with matrix material 

viewed by transmission electron microscopy. This dark field 

shows metallic chromium particles as bright spots. Mean particle 

diameter is l40A according to Lampert Ul). 
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Fig. 8. 

-41-

a 

c 

b 
XBB 778-8007 

Typical surface microstructure of black chrome on nickel 

plated copper examined by scanning electron microscopy by 

Lampert [11]. (a) Typical surface microstructure, (b) detail 

of particles, (c) EDAX of region (b), showing chromium and 

nickel as principal constituents. 
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SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE 
FOR VARIOUS BLACK CHROME SELECTIVE SURFACES 
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Fig. 9. 
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Reflectance for different types of Black Chrome surfaces, 

including the Honeywell (Masterson et al. [18J), Sandia and 

New South Wales Institute of Technology (Driver et ale [19] 

and LBL (Lampert [11]) elec troplated surfaces. The 

MIT cermet [17] is shown for comparison. 
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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF ~RTICULATE SOLAR ABSORBERS 
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Fig. 10. Reflectance for particulate absorbers consisting of PbS, 

Williams et a1. [23], evaporated gold on aluminum, Lee [27] 

and silicon powder coatings, Warren [25]. 
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Thermal Infrared 

Absorber 

Meta I Reflector 

Substrate 

XBL 77]2: .. 11145 

Fig. 11. Schematic cross section of a semiconductor-metal tandem 

selective ab,sorber. 
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NEAR NORMAL SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE FOR OXIDIZED METALS 
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Fig. 12. Reflectance of natural oxides found on stainless steel 

and titanium, Edwards et aI, [28]. Acid treated stainless 

steel shown for both Inco and SEL processes investigated 

by Karlssomand Ribbing [29] . A heat treated mild carbon 

steel is shown for comparison, Bononi [30] . 
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NEAR NORMAL SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE FOR TANDEM ABSORBERS 
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Fig. 13. Reflectance of varlOUS tandem absorbers--lead sulfide on 

aluminum, McMahon and Jasperson [31], copper oxide on aluminum 

Hottel and Unger [32], 'CusOon copper, Watson..-Munrd and 

Hprwitz [33J thermally converted Fe doped CoO , Van Der Leij 
x 

and an inverse absorber 1n203 on Si. The In203 layer acting 

like an infrared reflector while the buried silicon layer 

performs as a solar absorber, Goldner and Haskal [35]. 
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2 5 
WAVELENGTH (microns) 

10 20 

XBL 7711-10845 A 

Near normal reflectance of a silicon, photothermal absorber, 

designed by the University of Arizona Masterson and Yoder [36]. 

This type can withstand temperatures in excess of 500 C. 
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NEAR NORMAL SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE 
FOR BLACK NICKEL ABSORBERS 
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Fig. 15 . Spectral reflectance for two types of black nickel : The 

recent coating is the Honeywell (Mar eta!. [37]) type after 

being developed by Tabor [38]. 
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NEAR N'ORMAL SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE' FOR 
MULTILAYER STACK 'ABSORBERS 
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'.' .,.Fig. 16. Reflectance for three types of multilayer absorbers. Two Heilo' 

types, Meinel et a1. [39], are shown for comparison to the 

Honeywell high temperature absorber, Peterson' and Ramsey [40] . 

Also the reflectance for a classic four layer absorber of 

Si02 on aluminum is depicted, Drummeter and Hass [41J . 
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'. EFFECTIVE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
-.FOR THICKNESSES OF. In:Sb 'ONIOOO! Ag FILM 
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. Fig .17 .. The effec.tive absorption coefficient for different thicknesses 

of InSb on lOOOAof silver, for various values of incident 

radiatiori Burrafato et .1. [4~ 
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Tf = 93·C 
To = 21 ·C 

(c) 

SELECTIVE ABSORBER 

6.8% 

XBL 781-68560 

Fig. 18. The effect of uSlng a selective absorber compared to a non-

selective type on collection efficiency for a flat plate 

collector, operating at 93 0 C (200 0 F) with ambient temperature 

o . 
of 21 C(700F). The non-selective surface has a = 0.92 and 

e = O.92(93 0 C), and the selective surface has a = 0.9 and 

e = 0.1 (73 0 C) (after Winegardner [43]). 
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srD BLACK ABSORBER ale -0.95/0.95 
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315 ·C 
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SELECTIVE 
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Fig. 19. The effect of using a selective absorber compared to a non-

sel~ctive one for a concerntrating pafabolic operating at 

3l5 0 C (600 oF) with ambient temperature of 21 oc(70oF). 

Notation: (R) Net collection efficiency, '(6R) change in 

collection efficiency over that of a standard black absorber 

(after Winegardner [44) . 
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